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Abstract
The success of deep neural networks is in part
due to the use of normalization layers. Normalization layers like Batch Normalization, Layer Normalization and Weight Normalization are ubiquitous in practice, as they improve generalization
performance and speed up training significantly.
Nonetheless, the vast majority of current deep
learning theory and non-convex optimization literature focuses on the un-normalized setting, where
the functions under consideration do not exhibit
the properties of commonly normalized neural networks. In this paper, we bridge this gap by giving
the first global convergence result for two-layer
neural networks with ReLU activations trained
with a normalization layer, namely Weight Normalization. Our analysis shows how the introduction of normalization layers changes the optimization landscape and can enable faster convergence
as compared with un-normalized neural networks.

1. Introduction
Dynamic normalization in the training of neural networks
amounts to the application of an intermediate normalization procedure between layers of the network. Such methods have become ubiquitous in the training of neural nets
since in practice they significantly improve the convergence
speed and stability. This type of approach was popularized with the introduction of Batch Normalization (BN)
(Ioffe and Szegedy, 2015) which implements a dynamic
re-parametrization normalizing the first two moments of
the outputs at each layer over mini-batches. A plethora
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of additional normalization methods followed BN, notably
including Layer Normalization (LN) (Ba et al., 2016) and
Weight Normalization (WN) (Salimans and Kingma, 2016).
Despite the impressive empirical results and massive popularity of dynamic normalization methods, explaining their
utility and proving that they converge when training with
non-smooth, non-convex loss functions has remained an
unsolved problem. In this paper we provide sufficient conditions on the data, initialization, and over-parametrization
for dynamically normalized ReLU networks to converge
to a global minimum of the loss function. For the theory
we present we focus on WN, which is a widely used normalization layer in training of neural networks. WN was
proposed as a method that emulates BN. It normalizes the
input weight vector of each unit and separates the scale into
an independent parameter. The WN re-parametrization is
very similar to BN (see Section 2) and benefits from similar
stability and convergence properties. Moreover, WN has the
advantage of not requiring a batch setting, therefore considerably reducing the computational overhead that is imposed
by BN (Gitman and Ginsburg, 2017).
When introducing normalization methods, the function
parametrization defined by the network becomes scale invariant in the sense that re-scaling of the weights does not
change the represented function. This re-scaling invariance changes the geometry of the optimization landscape
drastically. To better understand this we analyze weight
normalization in a given layer.
We consider the class of 2-layer ReLU neural networks
which represent functions f : Rd ! R parameterized by
(W, c) 2 Rm⇥d ⇥ Rm as
m

1 X
f (x; W, c) = p
ck (wk> x).
m

(1.1)

k=1

Here we use the ReLU activation function (s) =
max{s, 0} (Nair and Hinton, 2010), m denotes the width of
the hidden layer,
p and the output is normalized accordingly
by a factor m. We investigate gradient descent training
with WN for (1.1), which re-parametrizes the functions in
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terms of (V, g, c) 2 Rm⇥d ⇥ Rm ⇥ Rm as
✓
◆
m
1 X
vk> x
f (x; V, g, c) = p
ck gk ·
.
kvk k2
m

(1.2)

k=1

This gives a similar parametrization to (Du et al., 2018) that
study convergence of gradient optimization of convolutional
filters on Gaussian data. We consider a regression task, the
L2 loss, a random parameter initialization, and focus on the
over-parametrized regime, meaning that m > n, where n is
the number of training samples. Further, we make little to
no assumptions about the data.
The neural network function class (1.1) has been studied in
many papers including (Arora et al., 2019a; Du et al., 2019b;
Wu et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2019) along with other similar
over-parameterized architectures (Allen-Zhu et al., 2019a;
Du et al., 2018; Li and Liang, 2018). An exuberant series
of recent works prove that feed-forward ReLU networks
converge to zero training error when trained with gradient
descent from random initialization. Nonetheless, to the
best of our knowledge, there are no proofs that ReLU networks trained with normalization on general data converge
to a global minimum. This is in part because normalization methods completely change the optimization landscape
during training. Here we show that neural networks of
the form given above converge at linear rate when trained
with gradient descent and WN. The analysis is based on
the over-parametrization of the networks, which allows for
guaranteed descent while the gradient is non-zero.
For regression training, a group of papers studied the trajectory of the networks’ predictions and showed that they
evolve via a “neural tangent kernel” (NTK) as introduced by
Jacot et al. (2018). The latter paper studies neural network
convergence in the continuous limit of infinite width overparametrization, while the works of (Arora et al., 2019a; Du
et al., 2019b; Oymak and Soltanolkotabi, 2019; Wu et al.,
2019; Zhang et al., 2019) analyze the finite width setting.
For finite-width over-parameterized networks, the training
evolution also exhibits a kernel that takes the form of a Gram
matrix. In these works, the convergence rate is dictated by
the least eigenvalue of the kernel. We build on this fact, and
also on the general ideas of the proof of (Du et al., 2019b)
and the refined work of (Arora et al., 2019a).
In this work we analyze neural network optimization with
weight normalization layers. We rigorously derive the dynamics of weight normalization training and its convergence
from the perspective of the neural tangent kernel. Compared with un-normalized training, we prove that normalized networks follow a modified kernel evolution that features a “length-direction” decomposition of the NTK. This
leads to two convergence regimes in WN training and explains the utility of WN from the perspective of the NTK.
In the settings considered, WN significantly reduces the

amount of over-parametrization needed for provable convergence, as compared with un-normalized settings. Further,
we present a more careful analysis that leads to improved
over-parametrization bounds as compared with (Du et al.,
2019b).
The main contributions of this work are:
• We prove the first general convergence result for 2-layer
ReLU networks trained with a normalization layer and
gradient descent. Our formulation does not assume the
existence of a teacher network and has only very mild
assumptions on the training data.
• We hypothesize the utility of normalization methods via
a decomposition of the neural tangent kernel. In the
analysis we highlight two distinct convergence regimes
and show how Weight Normalization can be related to
natural gradients and enable faster convergence.
• We show that finite-step gradient descent converges for
all weight magnitudes at initialization. Further, we significantly reduce the amount of over-parametrization required for provable convergence as compared with unnormalized training.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we provide
background on WN and derive key evolution dynamics of
training in Section 3. We present and discuss our main
results, alongside with the idea of the proof, in Section 4.
We discuss related work in Section 5, and offer a discussion
of our results and analysis in Section 6. Proofs are presented
in the Appendix.

2. Weight Normalization
Here we give an overview of the WN procedure and review
some known properties of normalization methods.
Notation We use lowercase, lowercase boldface, and uppercase boldface letters to denote scalars, vectors and matrices respectively. We denote the Rademacher distribution as U {1, 1} and write N (µ, ⌃) for a Gaussian with
mean µ and covariance ⌃. Training points are denoted
by x1 , . . . , xn 2 Rd and parameters of the first layer by
vk 2 Rd , k = 1, . . . , m. We use (x) := max{x, 0}, and
write k · k2 , k · kF for the spectral and Frobenius norms for
matrices. min (A) is used to denote the minimum eigenvalue of a matrix A and h·, ·i denotes the Euclidean inner
product. For a vector v denote the `2 vector norm as kvk2
and for a positive definite
matrix S define the induced vecp
tor norm kvkS := v> Sv. The projections of x onto u
>
?
x
uu>
and u? are defined as xu := uu
, xu := I kuk
2 x.
kuk22
2
Denote the indicator function of event A as 1A and for a
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weight vector at time t, vk (t), and data point xi we denote
1ik (t) := 1{vk (t)> xi 0} .

vk (t)
dvk
dt (0)

↵
WN procedure For a single neuron (w> x), WN reparametrizes the weight w 2 Rd in terms of v 2 Rd , g 2 R
as
v
w(v, g) = g ·
,
kvk2

✓

vk (s)

◆
v> x
g·
.
kvk2

(2.1)
rv k L

This decouples the magnitude and direction of each weight
vector (referred as the “length-direction” decomposition).
In comparison, for BN each output w> x is normalized
according to the average statistics in a batch. We can draw
the following analogy between WN and BN if the inputs xi
are centered (Ex = 0) and the covariance matrix is known
(Exx> = S). In this case, batch training with BN amounts
to

·q

w> x
Ex w> xx> w

!

=

✓

·p

w> x

w> Sw
✓
◆
w> x
=
·
.
kwkS

◆

(2.2)

From this prospective, WN is a special case of (2.2) with
S = I (Kohler et al., 2019; Salimans and Kingma, 2016).
Properties of WN We start by giving an overview of
known properties of WN that will be used to derive the
gradient flow dynamics of WN training.
For re-parametrization (2.1) of a network function f that is
initially parameterized with a weight w, the gradient rw f
relates to the gradients rv f, @f
@g by the identities
rv f =

?
g
(rw f )v ,
kvk2

@f
= (rw f )v .
@g

This implies that rv f ·v = 0 for each input x and parameter
v. For gradient flow, this orthogonality results in kv(0)k2 =
kv(t)k2 for all t. For gradient descent (with step size ⌘)
the discretization in conjunction with orthogonality leads
to increasing parameter magnitudes during training (Arora
et al., 2019b; Hoffer et al., 2018; Salimans and Kingma,
2016), as illustrated in Figure 1,
kv(s + 1)k22 = kv(s)k22 + ⌘ 2 krv f k22

vk (0)

kv(s)k22 . (2.3)

vk (0)
Figure 1. WN updates for gradient flow and gradient descent.
For gradient flow, the norm of the weights are preserved, i.e.,
kvk (0)k2 = kvk (t)k2 for all t > 0. For gradient descent, the
norm of the weights kvk (s)k2 is increasing with s.

Problem Setup
so that

We analyze (1.1) with WN training (1.2),
m

1 X
f (x; V, c, g) = p
ck
m
k=1

✓

gk ·

◆
vk> x
.
kvk k2

We take an initialization in the spirit of (Salimans and
Kingma, 2016):
vk (0) ⇠ N (0, ↵2 I),

ck ⇠ U { 1, 1},

and gk (0) = kvk (0)k2 /↵.

(2.4)

Where ↵2 is the variance of vk at initialization. The
initialization of gk (0) is therefore taken to be independent of ↵. We remark that the initialization (2.4) gives
the same initial output distribution as in methods that
study the un-normalized network class (1.1). The parameters of the network are optimized using the training data
{(x1 , y1 ), . . . , (xn , yn )} with respect to the square loss
n

L(f ) =

1X
(f (xi )
2 i=1

yi ) 2 =

1
kf
2

yk22 ,

(2.5)

where f = (f1 , . . . , fn )> = (f (x1 ), . . . , f (xn ))> and y =
(y1 , . . . , yn )> .

3. Evolution Dynamics
We present the gradient flow dynamics of training (2.5) to
illuminate the modified dynamics of WN as compared with
vanilla gradient descent. In Appendix C we tackle gradient
descent training with WN where the predictions’ evolution
vector df
f (s).
dt is replaced by the finite difference f (s + 1)
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For gradient flow, each parameter is updated in the negative
direction of the partial derivative of the loss with respect to
that parameter. The optimization dynamics give
dvk
=
dt

@L
,
@vk

dgk
=
dt

@L
.
@gk

(3.1)

and we obtain
Tgi (t) =
m
n
X
1 X c2 (fj (t)
k

k=1

We consider the case where we fix the top layer parameters
ck during training. In the over-parameterized settings we
consider, the dynamics of ck and gk turn out to be equivalent.
To quantify convergence, we monitor the time derivative of
the i-th prediction, which is computed via the chain rule as
m

X @fi dvk
@fi
@fi dgk
=
+
.
@t
@vk dt
@gk dt

m

j=1

Given that c2k = 1, define G(t) as
m

Gij (t) =

@fi
=
@t

@fi @L
@vk @vk
k=1
|
{z
}
Tvi

@fi @L
.
@gk @gk
k=1
|
{z
}

(3.2)

Tgi

The gradients of fi and L with respect to vk are written
explicitly as
@fi
1 ck · gk (t) vk (t)?
(t) = p
· xi
1ik (t),
@vk
m kvk (t)k2
n
@L
1 X
ck · gk (t) vk (t)?
(t) = p
(fi (t) yi )
x
1ik (t).
@vk
kvk (t)k2 i
m i=1

Defining the v-orthogonal Gram matrix V(t) as
Vij (t) =
◆2
m ✓
1 X ↵ck · gk (t) ⌦
m

k=1

kvk (t)k2

v (t)?

xi k

v (t)? ↵

, xj k

1ik (t)1jk (t),
(3.3)

we can compute Tvi as
Tvi (t) =

n
X
j=1

n
X

Gij (t)(fj (t)

yj ).

j=1

Combining Tv and Tg , the full evolution dynamics are given
by
✓
◆
df
V(t)
=
+
G(t)
(f (t) y).
(3.5)
dt
↵2
df
Denote ⇤(t) := V(t)
⇤(t)(f (t)
↵2 + G(t) and write dt =
y). We note that V(0), G(0), defined in (3.3), (3.4), are
independent of ↵:

Observation 1 (↵ independence). For initialization (2.4)
and ↵ > 0 the Gram matrices V(0), G(0) are independent
of ↵.
This fact is proved in Appendix A. When training the neural
network in (1.1) without WN (see Arora et al., 2019a; Du
et al., 2019b; Zhang et al., 2019), the corresponding
neural
Pm @fi dw
i
k
tangent kernel H(t) is defined by @f
=
k=1 @wk dt =
@t
Pm @fi @L
Pn
yj ) and takes
k=1 @wk @wk =
j=1 Hij (t)(fj
the form
m

Hij (t) =
Vij (t)
(fj (t)
↵2

(3.4)

hence we can write
Tgi (t) =

Substituting (3.1) into the i-th prediction evolution and
grouping terms yields
m
X

1 X (vk (t)> xi ) (vk (t)> xj )
m
kvk (t)k22
k=1

k=1

m
X

yj )
(vk (t)> xj ) (vk (t)> xi ).
kvk (t)k22

1 X >
xi xj 1ik (t)1jk (t).
m

(3.6)

k=1

yj ).

Note that V(t) is the induced neural tangent kernel (Jacot
et al., 2018) for the parameters v of WN training. While
it resembles the Gram matrix H(t) studied in (Arora et al.,
2019a), here we obtain a matrix that is not piece-wise constant in v since the data points are projected onto the orthogonal component of v. We compute Tgi in (3.2) analogously.
The associated derivatives with respect to gk are
@fi
1
ck
(t) = p
(vk (t)> xi ),
@gk
m kvk (t)k2
n
@L
1 X
ck
(t) = p
(fj (t) yj )
(vk (t)> xj ),
@gk
kvk (t)k2
m j=1

The analysis presented above shows that vanilla and WN
gradient descent are related as follows.
Proposition 1. Define V(0), G(0), and H(0) as in (3.3),
(3.4), and (3.6) respectively. then for all ↵ > 0,
V(0) + G(0) = H(0).
Thus, for ↵ = 1,
@f
=
@t

⇤(0)(f (0)

y) =

H(0)(f (0)

y).

That is, WN decomposes the NTK in each layer into a length
and a direction component. We refer to this as the “lengthdirection decoupling” of the NTK, in analogy to (2.1). From
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the proposition, normalized and un-normalized training kernels initially coincide if ↵ = 1. We hypothesize that the
utility of normalization methods can be attributed to the
modified NTK ⇤(t) that occurs when the WN coefficient,
↵, deviates from 1. For ↵
1 the kernel ⇤(t) is dominated
by G(t), and for ↵ ⌧ 1 the kernel ⇤(t) is dominated by
V(t). We elaborate on the details of this in the next section.
In our analysis we will study the two regimes ↵ > 1 and
↵ < 1 in turn.

Having a least eigenvalue that is bounded from 0 gives a
convex-like property that allows us to prove convergence.
To ensure that condition (4.1) is satisfied, for each regime we
show that the corresponding dominant kernel is “anchored”
(remains close) to an auxiliary Gram matrix which we define
in the following for V and G.
Define the auxiliary v-orthogonal and v-aligned Gram matrices V1 , G1 as
?

4. Main Convergence Theory

G1
ij

In this section we discuss our convergence theory and main
results. From the continuous flow (3.5), we observe that
the convergence behavior is described by V(t) and G(t).
The matrices V(t) and G(t) are positive semi-definite since
they can be shown to be covariance matrices. This implies
that the least eigenvalue of the evolution matrix ⇤(t) =
1
↵2 V(t) + G(t) is bounded below by the least eigenvalue
of each kernel matrix,
min (⇤(t))

max{

min (V(t))/↵

2

,

min (G(t))}.

For finite-step gradient descent, a discrete analog of evolution (3.5) holds. However, the discrete case requires additional care in ensuring dominance of the driving gradient
terms. For gradient flow, it is relatively easy to see linear
convergence is attained by relating the rate of change of the
loss to the magnitude of the loss. Suppose that for all t 0,
min

⇤(t)

with ! > 0.

!/2,

(4.1)

Then the change in the regression loss is written as
d
kf (t)
dt

yk22

= 2(f (t)
=
(4.1)



y)

2(f (t)
!kf (t)

> df (t)

dt
y) ⇤(t)(f (t)
>

y)

yk22 .

yk22  exp( !t)kf (0)

:=

Ev⇠N (0,↵2 I) hxvi , xvj i1ik (0)1jk (0).

yk22 ,

which gives linear convergence. The focus of our proof is
therefore showing that (4.1) holds throughout training.
By Observation 1 we have that V and G are independent of
the WN coefficient ↵ (↵ only appears in the 1/↵2 scaling of
⇤). This suggests that the kernel ⇤(t) = ↵12 V(t) + G(t)
can be split into two regimes: When ↵ < 1 the kernel is
dominated by the first term ↵12 V, and when ↵ > 1 the
kernel is dominated by the second term G. We divide our
convergence result based on these two regimes.
In each regime, (4.1) holds if the corresponding dominant
kernel, V(t) or G(t), maintains a positive least eigenvalue.

(4.2)
(4.3)

For now, assume that V1 and G1 are positive definite with
a least eigenvalue bounded below by ! (we give a proof
sketch below). In the convergence proof we will utilize overparametrization to ensure that V(t), G(t) concentrate to
their auxiliary versions so that they are also positive definite
with a least eigenvalue that is greater than !/2. The precise
formulations are presented in Lemmas B.4 and B.5 that are
relegated to Appendix B.
To prove our convergence results we make the assumption
that the xi s have bounded norm and are not parallel.
Assumption 1 (Normalized non-parallel data). The data
points (x1 , y1 ), . . . , (xn , yn ) satisfy kxi k2  1 and for
each index pair i 6= j, xi 6= · xj for all 2 R \ {0}.
In order to simplify the presentation of our results, we assume that the input dimension d is not too small, whereby
d 50 suffices. This is not essential for the proof. Specific
details are provided in Appendix A.
Assumption 2. For data xi 2 Rd assume that d

Integrating this time derivative and using the initial conditions yields
kf (t)

?

1
:= Ev⇠N (0,↵2 I) hxvi , xvj i1ik (0)1jk (0),
Vij

50.

Both assumptions can be easily satisfied by pre-processing,
e.g., normalizing and shifting the data, and adding zero
coordinates if needed.
Given Assumption 1, V1 , G1 are shown to be positive
definite.
Lemma 4.1. Fix training data {(x1 , y1 ), . . . , (xn , yn )} satisfying Assumption 1. Then the v-orthogonal and v-aligned
Gram matrices V1 and G1 , defined as in (4.2) and (4.3),
are strictly positive definite. We denote the least eigenvalues
1
1
min (V ) =: 0 , min (G ) =: µ0 .
Proof sketch Here we sketch the proof of Lemma 4.1.
The main idea, is the same as (Du et al., 2019b), is to regard
the auxiliary matrices V1 , G1 as the covariance matrices
of linearly independent operators. For each data point xi ,
?
define i (v) := xvi 1{x>
. The Gram matrix V1 is
i v 0}
the covariance matrix of { i }i=1:n taken over Rd with the
measure N (0, ↵2 I). Hence showing that V1 is strictly
positive definite is equivalent to showing that { i }i=1,...n
are linearly independent. Unlike (Du et al., 2019b), the
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functionals under consideration are not piecewise constant
so a different construction is used to prove independence.
Analogously, a new set of operators, ✓i (v) := (xvi ), is
constructed for G1 . Interestingly, each i corresponds to
d✓i
dv . The full proof is presented in Appendix D. As already
observed from evolution (3.5), different magnitudes of ↵
can lead to two distinct regimes that are discussed below.
We present the main results for each regime.
V-dominated convergence
For ↵ < 1 convergence is dominated by V(t) and
1
min (⇤(t))
↵2 min (V(t)). We present the convergence
theorem for the V-dominated regime here.
Theorem 4.1 (V-dominated convergence). Suppose a neural network of the form (1.2) is initialized as in (2.4)
with ↵  1 and that Assumptions 1,2 hold. In addition,
suppose the neural network is trained via the regression
loss (2.5) with targets y satisfying kyk1 = O(1). If
m = ⌦ n4 log(n/ )/ 40 , then with probability 1
,
1. For iterations s = 0, 1, . . ., the evolution matrix ⇤(s)
satisfies min (⇤(s)) 2↵02 .
2. WN
⇣ training
⌘ with gradient descent of step-size ⌘ =
2
O kV↵1 k2 converges linearly as
kf (s)

⇣
yk22  1

⌘ 0 ⌘s
kf (0)
2↵2

yk22 .

The proof of Theorem 4.1 is presented in Appendix C. We
will provide a sketch below. We make the following observations about our V-dominated convergence result.
The required over-parametrization m is independent of ↵.
Further, the dependence of m on the failure probability
is log(1/ ). This improves previous results that require
polynomial dependence of order 3 . Additionally, we reduce
the dependence on the sample size from n6 (as appears in
(Arora et al., 2019a)) to n4 log(n).
In Theorem 4.1, smaller ↵ leads to faster convergence, since
the convergence is dictated by 0 /↵2 . Nonetheless, smaller
↵ is also at the cost of smaller allowed step-sizes, since
⌘ = O(↵2 /kV1 k2 ). The trade-off between step-size and
convergence speed is typical. For example, this is implied
in Chizat et al. (Chizat et al., 2019), where nonetheless
the authors point out that for gradient flow training, the
increased convergence rate is not balanced by a limitation
on the step-size. The works (Arora et al., 2019b; Hoffer
et al., 2018; Wu et al., 2018) define an effective step-size
(adaptive step-size) ⌘ 0 = ⌘/↵2 to avoid the dependence of
⌘ on ↵.

G-dominated convergence
For ↵ > 1 our convergence result for the class (1.2) is based
on monitoring the least eigenvalue of G(t). Unlike Vdominated convergence, ↵ does not affect the convergence
speed in this regime.
Theorem 4.2 (G-dominated convergence). Suppose a network of the form (1.2) is initialized as in (2.4) with ↵
1 and that Assumptions 1, 2 hold. In addition, suppose the neural network is trained via the regression loss
(2.5) with targets y satisfying kyk1 = O(1). If m =
⌦ max n4 log(n/ )/↵4 µ40 , n2 log(n/ )/µ20 , then with
probability 1
,
1. For iterations s = 0, 1, . . ., the evolution matrix ⇤(s)
satisfies min (⇤(s)) µ20 .
2. WN
⇣ training
⌘ with gradient descent of step-size ⌘ =
1
O k⇤(t)k
converges linearly as
kf (s)

⇣
yk22  1

⌘µ0 ⌘s
kf (0)
2

yk22 .

We make the following observations about our G-dominated
convergence result, and provide a proof sketch further below.
Theorem 4.2 holds for ↵
1 so long as m =
⌦ max n4 log(n/ )/µ40 ↵4 , n2 log(n/ )/µ20 . Taking
p
↵ = n/µ0 gives an optimal required over-parametrization
of order m = ⌦ n2 log(n/ )/µ20 . This significantly
improves on previous results (Du et al., 2019b) for unnormalized training that have dependencies of order 4 in
the least eigenvalue, cubic dependence in 1/ , and n6 dependence in the number of samples n. In contrast to Vdominated convergence, here the rate of convergence µ0
is independent of ↵ but the over-parametrization m is ↵dependent. We elaborate on this curious behavior in the
next sections.
Proof sketch of main results The proof of Theorems 4.1
and 4.2 is inspired by a series of works including (Arora
et al., 2019a; Du et al., 2019a;b; Wu et al., 2019; Zhang et al.,
2019). The proof has the following steps: (I) We show that
at initialization V(0), G(0) can be viewed as empirical estimates of averaged data-dependent kernels V1 , G1 that are
strictly positive definite under Assumption 1. (II) For each
regime, we prove that the corresponding kernel remains positive definite if vk (t) and gk (t) remain near initialization for
each 1  k  m. (III) Given a uniformly positive definite
evolution matrix ⇤(t) and sufficient over-parametrization
we show that each neuron, vk (t), gk (t) remains close to its
initialization. The full proof is presented in Appendix B
for gradient flow and Appendix C for finite-step gradient
descent. Next we interpret the main results and discuss how
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the modified NTK in WN can be viewed as a form of natural
gradient.
Connection with natural gradient Natural gradient
methods define the steepest descent direction in the parameter space of a model from the perspective of function space.
This amounts to introducing a particular geometry into the
parameter space which is reflective of the geometry of the
corresponding functions. A re-parametrization of a model,
and WN in particular, can also be interpreted as choosing a
particular geometry for the parameter space. This gives us
a perspective from which to study the effects of WN. The
recent work of (Zhang et al., 2019) studies the effects of natural gradient methods from the lens of the NTK and shows
that when optimizing with the natural gradient, one is able
to get significantly improved training speed. In particular,
using the popular natural gradient method K-FAC improves
the convergence speed considerably.
Natural gradients transform the NTK from JJ> to JG† J> ,
where J is the Jacobian with respect to the parameters and
G is the metric. The WN re-parametrization transforms the
NTK from JJ> to JS> SJ> . To be more precise, denote the
un-normalized NTK as H = JJ> , where J is the Jacobian
matrix for x1 , . . . xn written
in a compact tensor as J =

⇥
⇤>
(xi )
(xi )
J1 , . . . Jn with Ji = @f@w
. . . @f
@wm , where matrix
1
multiplication is a slight abuse of notation. Namely J 2
Rn⇥m⇥d and we define multiplication of A 2 Rn⇥m⇥d ⇥
B 2 Rd⇥m⇥p ! AB 2 Rn⇥p as
(AB)ij =

m
X

k=1

hAik: , B:kj i.

For any re-parametrization w(r), we have that
⇤ = KK> ,
where K = JS> and S corresponds to the Jacobian of the
re-parametrization w(r). By introducing WN layers the
reparameterized NTK is compactly written as
⇤ = JS> SJ> .
Here S = [S1 , . . . , tSm ] with


✓
gk
Sk =
I
kvk k2

◆
vk vk>
vk
,
.
kvk k2 kvk k2

The term N(↵) := SS> leads to a family of different
gradient re-parametrizations depending on ↵. The above
representation of the WN NTK is equivalent to ⇤(↵) =
1
>
↵2 V + G = JN(↵)J . For different initialization magnitudes ↵, N(↵) leads to different NTKs with modified
properties.

For ↵ = 1 the term corresponds to training without normalization, yet over ↵ 2 (0, 1), N(↵) leads to a family
NTKs with different properties. In addition there exists
an ↵⇤ that maximizes the convergence rate. Such ↵⇤ is
either a proper global maximum or is attained at one of
↵ ! 0, ↵ ! 1. For the latter, one may fix ↵⇤ with ↵⇤ ⌧ 1
or ↵⇤
1 respectively so that there exists ↵⇤ that outpaces
un-normalized convergence (↵ = 1). This leads to equal or
faster convergence of WN as compared with un-normalized
training:
Proposition 2 (Fast Convergence of WN). Suppose a neural network of the form (1.2) is initialized as in (2.4) and
that Assumptions 1,2 hold. In addition, suppose the network is trained via the regression loss (2.5) with targets
y satisfying kyk1 = O(1). Then, with probability 1
over the initialization, there exists ↵⇤ such that WN training with ↵⇤ initialization leads to faster convergence: If
m = ⌦ n4 log(n/ )/ min{ 40 , µ40 } ,
1. WN
descent of step-size ⌘↵⇤ =
⇣ training with gradient
⌘
1
O kV1 /(↵⇤ )2 +G1 k2 converges linearly as
kf (s) yk22 
✓
◆s
⇤ 2
1 ⌘↵⇤ 0 /2(↵ ) + µ0 /2
kf (0)

yk22 .

2. The convergence rate of WN is faster than unnormalized convergence,
1

⌘↵⇤

min (⇤(s))

 1

⌘

min (H(s))

.

This illustrates the utility of WN from the perspective of the
NTK, guaranteeing that there exists an ↵⇤ that leads to faster
convergence in finite-step gradient descent as compared with
un-normalized training.

5. Related Work
Normalization methods theory A number of recent
works attempt to explain the dynamics and utility of various normalization methods in deep learning. The original
works on BN (Ioffe and Szegedy, 2015) and WN (Salimans
and Kingma, 2016) suggest that normalization procedures
improve training by fixing the intermediate layers’ output
distributions. The works of Bjorck et al. (2018) and Santurkar et al. (2018) argue that BN may improve optimization
by improving smoothness of the Hessian of the loss, therefore allowing for larger step-sizes with reduced instability.
Hoffer et al. (2017) showed that the effective step-size in
BN is divided by the magnitude of the weights. This followed the work on WNgrad (Wu et al., 2018) that introduces
an adaptive step-size algorithm based on this fact. Following the intuition of WNGrad, Arora et al. (2019b) proved
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that for smooth loss and network functions, the diminishing “effective step-size” of normalization methods leads to
convergence with optimal convergence rate for properly initialized step-sizes. The work of Kohler et al. (2019) explains
the accelerated convergence of BN from a “length-direction
decoupling” perspective. The authors along with Cai et al.
(2019) analyze the linear least squares regime, with Kohler
et al. (2019) presenting a bisection method for finding the
optimal weights. Robustness and regularization of Batch
Normalization is investigated by Luo et al. (2018) and improved generalization is analyzed empirically. Shortly after
the original work of WN, (Yoshida et al., 2017) showed that
for a single precptron WN may speed-up training and emphasized the importance of the norm of the initial weights.
Additional stability properties were studied by Yang et al.
(2019) via mean-field analysis. The authors show that gradient instability is inevitable even with BN as the number
of layers increases; this is in agreement with Balduzzi et al.
(2017) for networks with residual connections. The work of
Arpit et al. (2019) suggests initialization strategies for WN
and derives lower bounds on the width to guarantee same
order gradients across the layers.
Over-parametrized neural networks There has been a
significant amount of recent literature studying the convergence of un-normalized over-parametrized neural networks.
In the majority of these works the analysis relies on the
width of the layers. These include 2-layer networks trained
with Gaussian inputs and outputs from a teacher network
(Li and Yuan, 2017; Tian, 2017) and (Du et al., 2018) (with
WN). Assumptions on the data distribution are relaxed in
(Du et al., 2019b) and the works that followed (Arora et al.,
2019a; Wu et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2019). Our work is
inspired by the mechanism presented in this chain of works.
Wu et al. (2019) extend convergence results to adaptive stepsize methods and propose AdaLoss. Recently, the global
convergence of over-parameterized neural networks was
also extended to deep architectures (Allen-Zhu et al., 2019b;
Du et al., 2019a; Zou and Gu, 2019; Zou et al., 2020). In the
context of the NTK, Zhang et al. (2019) have proved fast
convergence of neural networks trained with natural gradient methods and the K-FAC approximation (Martens and
Grosse, 2015). In the over-parameterized regimes, Arora
et al. (2019a) develop generalization properties for the networks of the form (1.1). In addition, in the context of generalization, Allen-Zhu et al. (2019a) illustrates good generalization for deep neural networks trained with gradient
descent. Cao and Gu (2020) and (Cao and Gu, 2019) derive
generalization error bounds of gradient descent and stochastic gradient descent for learning over-parametrization deep
ReLU neural networks.

6. Discussion
Dynamic normalization is the most common optimization
set-up of current deep learning models, yet understanding
the convergence of such optimization methods is still an
open problem. In this work we present a proof giving sufficient conditions for convergence of dynamically normalized
2-layer ReLU networks trained with gradient descent. To
the best of our knowledge this is the first proof showcasing
convergence of gradient descent training of neural networks
with dynamic normalization and general data, where the
objective function is non-smooth and non-convex. To understand the canonical behavior of each normalization layer,
we study the shallow neural network case, that enables us
to focus on a single layer and illustrate the dynamics of
weight normalization. Nonetheless, we believe that using
the techniques presented in (Allen-Zhu et al., 2019b; Du
et al., 2019a) can extend the proofs to the deep network settings. Through our analysis notion of “length-direction decoupling” is clarified by the neural tangent kernel ⇤(t) that
naturally separates in our analysis into “length”, G(t), and
“direction”, V(t)/↵2 , components. For ↵ = 1 the decomposition initially matches un-normalized training. Yet we
discover that in general, normalized training with gradient
descent leads to 2 regimes dominated by different pieces of
the neural tangent kernel. Our improved analysis is able to
reduce the amount of over-parametrization that was needed
in previous convergence works in the un-normalized setting and in the G-dominated regime, we prove convergence
with a significantly lower amount of over-parametrization
as compared with un-normalized training.
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